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The Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 Digital 3D Camera 
by David Starkman 

Could this camera be the beginning of a new (Digital) ‘Golden Age’ for 3D? 
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Sydney Stereo Camera Club Contacts 
President, Southern Cross 
Director and Equipment Officer Andrew Read   9873 2581 

E-Mail: mad3d@bigpond.com 

Vice President Jim Metcalfe   9499 5664 
E-Mail: jmetcal1@bigpond.net.au 

Treasure Peter Docker   6358 8276 
E-Mail: pbdocker@harboursat.com.au 

Secretary and  
Bulletin Distribution Patricio Parrague  8765 8713 

E-Mail: galopa@tpg.com.au 
Membership Payments, 
Competition Director,         
PSA Inter-Club Comp and   
ISU Club Folios 

Nancy Moxom   9874 5447  Fax: 9804 0098 
E-Mail: nanmoxom@tpg.com.au  

Editor ‘3D Window’ and  
ISU Country Representative Ray Moxom  9874 5447  Fax: 9804 0098 

E-Mail: raymoxom@tpg.com.au 
Correspondence and 
Membership Payments  46 Glenayr Ave, West Ryde, NSW 2114, Australia 

Internet Website: http://www.oz3d.info/ 
Email Group (members only): http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/sscclub/ 
Current and back issues of club bulletins can be downloaded from the ‘files’ area of the SSCC Email Group 

Telephone & Fax prefix is (02) from within Australia and (+612) from overseas 

 

GPS: 33º 51' 48" S; 151º 07' 58" E 
 
 
 

 
Sydney Stereo Camera Club 
meetings are held on the third 

Tuesday of each month, 
except December. 

 
 
 

 

Club Membership Fees for 2009 (Jan to Dec) 
Sydney Area  $32  Family $42 
Country and Interstate $25 
Overseas Air Mail  AU$25 (or US$20 cash) 
Overseas E-Mail  AU$15 (or US$10 cash) - E-Mail version of Bulletin only 
Payment options:  

(1) Australian $ cheque or cash;  
(2) US $ cash only;  
(3) Credit Card (Master Card or Visa only) in Australian $ - NOTE: please add an extra 
5% plus $2.90 for the credit card processing fee that we have to pay due to low turnover. 

 

 

3D Window is published 6 times per year in January, March, May, July, September and November. 
Non profit groups are welcome to reproduce material in this Bulletin, all we request is an 
acknowledgment and a copy of the publication in which the material is used. 
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New Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 Digital 3D Camera shown at 
NSA Convention in Mesa, AZ: a personal view   by David Starkman 

 
Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 camera with the lens cover open – Fujifilm press photo 

The National Stereoscopic Association’s annual convention, this year in Mesa, 
Arizona from July 9 to 13th, 2009 was another interesting, fun, enjoyable, and 
educational 3D convention. 
One of the highlights was getting to be able to see the new Fujifilm digital 3D 
camera in person. We not only got to hold the camera, and see the 
autostereoscopic display, but we got to upload some sample photos to see what 
the results really look like. 

 
Author, David Starkman taken with Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 at National Stereoscopic 

Association Mesa Convention July 2009 by Takashi Sekitani 
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First, the camera seems to be near the final production stage. We got the 
impression that the “prototypes”, that we handled, were basically early 
production models. Perhaps more hand made than the final models would be, 
but not mockups. Three identical (working) cameras were on display, in 
addition to the working camera brought from Japan by Japanese NSA member 
Takashi Sekitani, who seems to be acting as a Beta tester for Fujifilm. It’s nice 
to know that they have at least one person who is not a Fujifilm employee, but 
is a 3D expert, giving them some feedback. 

 
Sample Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 image by Takashi Sekitani 

Takashi let us take a few 3D pictures, and then remove the SD card and upload 
them to our laptop.  
According to the developer of the camera, the native storage format is one side-
by-side stereo pair in one file, also containing a header area in which extra 
information is stored. This format is called "Multi Picture Format" (MPF), and 
is standardized by CIPA, the Camera & Imaging Products Association of 
Japan. An English translation of this very new standard ("Stereo Still Image 
Format for Digital Cameras") is available for download:  
http://www.cipa.jp/english/hyoujunka/kikaku/pdf/DC-006_E.pdf 
The way the camera preferences were set up, we found that for each image 
taken, there was a single standard JPG image, followed by a file of the same 
name, with an MPO. (I noticed that there is also a menu option to store the 
MPO image pair only). Using a simple executable file called MPO2JPG the 
MPO files could be quickly converted to Left and Right JPG files that had the 
same name (number) but with _L and _R tagged to each one. This required 
converting the images one image file at a time. Takashi says that he is already 
beta testing a version of StereoPhoto Maker that will support this file format, 
and that Fujifilm will also be including better software than the MPO2JPG with 
the final production product.  
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Claire Dean, Jan Burandt and Susan Pinsky taken with Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 at National 

Stereoscopic Association Mesa Convention July 2009 by David Starkman 

Above is a typical example of a 3D image not adjusted in any way for stereo 
window - as it came from the camera. As one might expect, the image can be 
improved for stereo window and small corrections by using StereoPhoto Maker 
(SPM). However, the sample images that I took show that even without SPM 
correction they are pretty good. Below is the same image after using auto-align 
in Stereo Photo Maker. 
The other sample images have in some cases been tweaked in SPM, however in 
almost all cases the adjustments were very small. 

 
The Real3D Finepix Digital 3D W1’s dimensions are 123.6 (W) x 68 (H) x 
25.6 (D) mm / 4.9 (W) x 2.7 (H) x 1.0 (D) inches. This is just a bit wider than a 
slimline compact digital camera, with the 2 lenses located 77mm apart.  
The 10 Megapixel label on the camera applies to each sensor. When looking at 
the image files uploaded from Takashi’s sample camera we found that the 
compressed MPO file containing the pair of 10 Megapixel images is about 9.1 
to 9.6 MB in size.  
When the Left and Right images are extracted using MPO2JPG they come 
out about 3648 x 2736 pixels in size which is almost exactly 10 MP.  The 
compressed JPEGs are about 4.6 to 4.8 MB each – it is good to see that 
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Fujifilm are using relatively low JPEG compression. Bottom line appears to be 
a much more than adequate resolution for a pocketable 3D digital camera!!! 

 
Top View of the Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 camera – the camera is only one inch deep – 

Fujifilm press photo 

The single flash is located between the lenses, and a slide down cover protects 
them and turns off the camera when not in use. The camera easily fits in a shirt 
pocket, and, in use, the casual observer would not realize that this is a 3D 
camera. The camera can also take 3D movies, with stereo sound from the two 
microphones located near each of the two lenses. It has a 2GB limitation on 
video clips, which works out to be approximately 14-16 minutes of video, 
which, of course, can be repeated up to the storage capacity of the SD card. I 
also recall mention that the camera will take up to a 32GB SD High Capacity 
card. See the close up photo of the camera for a front view layout. 
I have taken the back view of the camera in stereo, with an attempt to get the 
lenticular 3D display so that it can be seen in 3D in the stereo pair. I think you 
will get the idea. In use the view is quite three dimensional, and allows for a 
mini 3D preview (as well as playback) of the image being taken. Horizontal 
adjustment of the on-screen view may be made with the large rocker button to 
the centre left of the viewing screen. This has an overlapping circle symbol that 
looks a bit like the old Polaroid logo. This only adjusts screen viewing, not the 
taken image. 

 
Back view of the Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 camera showing the 3D lenticular preview and 

playback screen – photo by David Starkman 
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Another back view of the Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 camera  – Fujifilm press photo 

 
Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 camera and Real3D Finepix Digital 3D V1 lenticular viewer on 

display at NSA Mesa Convention July 2009 – photo by David Starkman 

 
Takashi Sekitani  and Jan Burandt taken with Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 at National 

Stereoscopic Association Mesa Convention July 2009 by David Starkman 
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There is also an internal 35 to 105 mm (equivalent) 3x optical zoom. I used the 
zoom, but not for any final photos. Sorry! 
So, these few sample photos, all taken indoors with flash, look very promising. 
With StereoPhoto Maker these images look comparable to my twin digital 
camera results, and would make great stereoview cards, or could be projected 
with twin digital projectors. Down the road (when I have the equipment) they 
also should be viewable on 3D-Ready DLP TV’s, when converted to the 
checkerboard format (which SPM can do). 
Of course, this is not quite what Fujifilm has in mind for the average consumer. 
As a companion to the camera, they have created a very good quality 8” 
autostereoscopic (lenticular) digital 3D picture frame viewer. Without 
conversion (I believe) the images can be uploaded to the picture frame, or the 
SD card from the camera can be inserted into the 3D picture frame, for instant 
no-glasses-needed 3D viewing (optimally for one person at a time). 3D Movies, 
with sound, may also be shown on the 3D picture frame. I have to say that the 
image quality on the picture frames was not just good - it was actually much 
better than I expected. The sample video clip was even better, as the motion 
parallax added more depth impression to the video. This would not have been 
the case with a video taken with a nonmoving camera. 
As impressed as I was with the 3D picture frame, I was not impressed at all 
with the sample lenticular prints that were shown. Presumably, Fujifilm intends 
to offer these to the 3D camera users, and this certainly would be another 
selling point for consumers. The pictures were colourful and sharp, without 
double imaging. However, unlike the depth of the digital 3D picture frame, the 
prints were virtually flat. This could be a turnoff for new customers, who are 
not 3D enthusiasts to begin with. 
For a first factory-made consumer digital 3D camera from a major 
manufacturer I think Fujifilm has done a pretty good job. At the time of writing 
the final retail price had not yet been set, but the Fujifilm reps were hinting at 
around a US$600 (AU$800) price range for the camera. The viewer (digital 3D 
picture frame) price was less certain with reports varying from US$200 to 
US$500.  
The 3D digital picture frame would seem a bit too high priced if it comes out at 
US$500 - over 80% of the cost of the camera alone. Hopefully the US$200 
prediction is a better one than the US$500 one. I’d also love to see a much 
larger version of this frame: at least 12”. 
Would I buy one? Yes, indeed! It’s pretty hard to resist having a decent 3D 
camera capability literally in my pocket, and in a size and weight that I would 
not hesitate to have along all the time. I’d still like to have the adjustable 
stereo-base of my twin Sony P200 rig, and would keep it for that reason. But 
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this is too tempting to pass up. My biggest decision will be whether to jump in 
as soon as it is available, or wait to see if there are price reductions or model 
improvements. Pretty much the same dilemma with all new digital equipment. 
There are a few improvements and suggestions that I’ve already given to the 
Fujifilm representatives. Whether it is possible for any of these to be 
implemented before the final production camera is made is doubtful, but one 
can hope. 
First, I suggested a second strap loop on the opposite side of the camera. This 
would allow for a neck strap so that the camera can be worn in “ready to shoot” 
horizontal position, rather than on a wrist strap or hanging vertically on a 
longer single point neck strap. 
Second, due to the left lens being virtually at the upper left corner of the 
camera, it is easy to put a finger over the lens if held in a more “conventional” 
manner. And the camera cannot be held at the back sides, as these are where 
the control buttons are. This leaves the only correct holding position being a bit 
like on a Stereo Realist - at the top and bottom corner edges of the camera, 
using both hands at either end. Since the thin edge of the camera is shiny 
chrome, this edge is a bit slippery. I have suggested changing it to a rubberized 
surface, with finger indents or depressions in the appropriate places to facilitate 
proper holding of the camera. 
Last, I suggested that the software include options for making quick anaglyphs 
(as they are easy to share online), and for making “Modern” or “Thorpe” 
Format 4” x 6” stereo prints (these are 4” x 6” prints which have the stereo pair 
placed side-by-side with a border around the images). This would allow for 
making cheap prints at ANY digital lab. Then Fujifilm could, for example, also 
supply a nice viewer for these prints, and a low-cost folding viewer (like the 
Loreo Lite) for mailing to friends and family. Just a thought. 
Your final question may be “When will the camera be available?”. Fujifilm 
representatives indicated that it should be on the market in September 2009! I 
can’t wait! 
By mid  August 2009 the Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1camera had been released in 
Japan, but not elsewhere, and Japanese mail order and eBay sellers were selling the 
camera for US$600 to US$625 plus about US$20 shipping to Australia or the USA. 
The Tokyo-Toyz ( www.tokyo-toyz.com ) mail order house had the camera listed for 
US$599.99. 
 
Yours In Depth,  ©David Starkman, Culver City, CA - July 2009 
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SPECIFICATIONS for FujiFilm FinePix REAL 3D W1 

 
 
Websites for Further information on the FujiFilm FinePix REAL 3D W1 

http://www.fujifilm.com/products/3d/ 
http://www.fujifilm.co.uk/presscentre/news/index.php?id=1397 
http://www.dpreview.com/news/0907/09072206fujifilmw1.asp  
http://www.finepixreal3dw1.com/ 
 

There is also a UK YouTube video review of the Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 
camera by Stuff.TV at: 

http://www.dphotojournal.com/fujifilm-finepix-real-3d-w1-reviews/ 
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Keep in Touch – via the Club’s Email Discussion Group 
All Sydney Stereo Camera Club members are able to join the club’s email 

discussion group where club news and important breaking 3D news 
items from around the world are posted go to 

http://tech.groups.yahoo.com/group/sscclub/ 

and confirm your name and SSCC membership in your request to join 

A copy of this review on the FujiFilm FinePix REAL 3D W1 camera was 
made available to the email in late July2009 
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Fujifilm Finepix Real3D V1 Digital 3D Viewer and Remote Control – Fujifilm press photo 

 

 

Fujifilm Finepix Real3D W1 camera with lens cover closed – Fujifilm press photos 


